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ABSTRACT

This is a report on the Final Year Project titled 'Hydraulic Performance of Composite-

Type Seawalls Applied in Malaysia'. Composite-type seawalls were stacked armour

stones or wave dissipating blocks fronting the vertical seawalls to reduce waves

overtopping. Under certain weather condition and storm action in Malaysia, waves

overtopping would be frequent and violent where hinterlands are prone to the risk of

flooding and damaged to infrastructures. The objectives ofthis project were to study the
existing types of composite seawalls applied in Malaysia and conduct risk assessment

on the selected composite seawalls. Three models are fabricated which were concrete

block, composite seawalls using quarrystones and concrete cubes as armour units. The

models were constructed ona scale of 1:15 using concrete mortar. Tests were conducted

in a flap-type wave generator in the UTP Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory. First part
of the project only highlights two preliminary tests which were the determination of

wave period, Twith respect to frequency,/and determination ofincident wave height,
Hiwith respect to wave period, Tin four different water depths (18, 20, 22 and 24 cm).
The results were used in the second part of the project which was the determination of

overtopping rates, q for three different models of seawalls for d= 18, 20,22 and 24 cm.

The overtopping rates were then analyzed with respect to wave steepness, H/gf and

incident wave height, Hh It is founded that q increased as Ht and d increased. Then risk

assessment on pedestrians, vehicles, buildings and embankment seawalls are made. The

tolerable overtopping rates developed by Owen (1994) are used as guidelines to the

assessment. Observed from the assessment, the waves overtopping values were
hazardous to pedestrians, vehicles and buildings. As for embankment seawalls, the

values cause no damage. It is concluded that overtopping rates are influenced by Hi and
d while further research can be done in order to minimize the hazards to pedestrians,
vehiclesand buildings.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

Seawalls are the most common form ofcoastal defense and most generally regarded by
the public as representing the best form. It is because by representing a physical barrier

between land and sea, they prevent any erosion of the hinterland and protect it from

flooding. In addition, because they are such a solid barrier, the perceived level of
protection from the sea is greater than many other forms ofdefense.

In the early days, seawalls were in the form ofsimple earth structures only to stop the
sea flooding the land. Erosion was not taken into consideration. However, as the coastal

development progressed, a vertical wall originally considered the best way to stop sea
flooding and prevent erosion. Their use is worldwide and they are found on a range of
coastal types.

Obviously, seawalls need to resist waves but they cannot withstand the forces by relying
on the vertical walls or caissons itself. Therefore, it is a common practice to stack

armour stones orwave dissipating blocks in front ofthe caisson for the purpose ofwave

energy dissipation and reduction of wave overtopping. Such a seawall is called
"Composite-type Seawall".



1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Since Malaysia is surrounded by sea, it is possible to have composite-type seawalls in

several areas of interest to protect the hinterland from wave attack. However, seawalls

only reduce wave overtopping. Under certain weather condition and storm action in

Malaysia, wave overtopped the crest of the seawalls would be frequent and violent.

Thus, hinterlands are prone to the risk of flooding and subsequent damage to
infrastructures.

In order to minimize the associated risks, analytical and laboratory studies, and field
tests need to be conducted.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF STUDY

Upon completing the project, a few objectives need to be achieved. The objectives of
study are as follows:

1. To identify and study the existing type of composite seawalls applied in
Malaysia.

2. To construct several composite-type seawall models using proper materials
according to selected type ofcomposite seawalls.

3. To experimentally investigate the hydraulic performance of the selected

composite-type seawalls.

4. To conduct risk assessment on the selected composite-type seawalls.



1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY

Thestudy is divided into5 major parts as follows:

1. Literature Review

In the literature review stage, existing designs ofcomposite-type seawalls in Malaysia
are referred to and identified. Wave overtopping estimation method, wave force

characteristics, caisson stability and wave dissipating blocks against waves investigated
by other researches are the important highlights to be studied during this stage.

2. Modeling

After identifying the composite-type seawalls in Malaysia, two designs will be selected
for modeling purposes. The models on a suitable scale and specification will be used in
laboratorytests.

3. Laboratory Set Up

Tools and equipment to be used will be identified and familiarized prior to the
laboratory tests to avoid malfunctioning ofthe system. Accuracy ofequipments used in
the tests also will bechecked inorder toget accurate results.

4. Laboratory Tests

A series of laboratory tests on the models will be performed in the wave flume with

varying water depth, wave height and wave period to determine wave overtopping and
wave characteristics.



5. Analysis ofResults

Results obtained from the laboratory tests will be analyzed and interpreted. The risk

assessment for each model will be conducted according to the laboratory tests results.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes and illustrates each ofthe main types ofcomposite seawalls. The

features ofeach type are briefly discussed. Italso discusses the hydraulic responses such

as wave run-up and wave overtopping. Besides, this chapter summarizes different

analysis methods from a widerange sources.

22 TYPES OF COMPOSITE SEAWALLS

US Army Corps ofEngineers classified composite seawalls according to geotechnical
consideration as well as hydraulics factor. The geotechnical and hydraulics factor are

essential in determining toe apron width. In these cases by considering geotechnical
factor, the toe apron should be wider than the product ofthe effective embedment depth
and the coefficient ofpassive earth pressure for the soil. However by using hydraulic
considerations, the toe apron should be at least twice the incident wave height for sheet-

pile walls and equal to the incident wave height for gravity walls. In addition, the apron
should be atleast 40 percent ofthe depth at the structure, ds (Figure 2.1). Greatest width
predicted by these geotechnical and hydraulic factors should be used for design.
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where: Hi - Incident Wave Hsi^hV

Figure 2.1: Toe apronsfor sheet-pile bulkheads



Design consideration also focused on the seepage forces and the weight oftoe stone. The

hydraulic gradients ofseepage flows under vertical walls can increase toe scour. Steep
exit gradients reduce the net effective weight of the soil, making sediment movement

under waves and currents more likely. This seepage flow may originate from general
groundwater conditions, water derived from wave overtopping of the structure, or from

precipitation. The following paragraphs are the configuration for composite seawalls and
its figures.

2.2.1 Vertical Wall with Rock Toe

T. Vertical Ball wiih Rock
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Scour Potential
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Figure 2.2: Verticalwall with rock toe

Common type ofcomposite seawalls isvertical wall with rock toe. It consists ofvertical

wall and rocks as the armour units. The placement ofrocks is according to the site scour
potential. The left hand side picture in Figure 2.2 shows rocks placement for low to
moderate scour potential sites which the height of armour units is two times the median

rock diameter. The shape of the armour units is trapezoidal compare to the second
picture which is triangular. The triangular armour unit's placement is for moderate to
severescourpotential sites with heightof four times the medianrock diameter.



2.2.2 Vertical Wall with Gabion Toe

III. Vertical Wall with
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Figure 2.3: Vertical wall with Gabiontoe

The other type ofcomposite seawall is vertical wall with Gabion toe as shown in Figure
2.3. Aunit ofGabion is asteel wire basket filled with stones. It can be arranged together
by stacking vertically or stepped up a slope to conform to ground movement, dissipate
energy from flowing water and drain freely. According to the manual, this type of
composite seawall issuitable for moderate tosevere scour potential sites.



2.23 Vertical Wall with Lean Cement-Filled Bag Toe
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Figure 2.4: Vertical wall with lean cement-filled bag toe

Figure 2.4 shows another alternative for composite seawall which use lean cement-filled

bag as the armour units. The bags were filled with concrete or sand and stacked oneach

other to form a slope. The bags size varies with requirement and suitable for low to
moderate scourpotential sites.

2.3 WAVE PROCESSES

In order to conduct the physical tests, further understanding regarding the wave
processes is necessary. The two main wave processes involve in this research are wave

run-upand wave overtopping.

2.3.1 Wave Run-up

Wave action on a structure will cause the water surface to oscillate over a vertical range
generally greater than the incident wave height. The extreme high level reached by



waves on a structure is the wave run-up. It is the vertical height above the still water

level towhich water from anincident wave will run upthe face ofthestructure. Incase

ofvertical structures, the run-up height is that of the crest of standing waves in front of

them. The run-up level can be used to assess the required level of the crest of the

structure oras an indicator ofthe occurrence ofwave overtopping. For design purpose,

the amount ofwave run-up is often indicated by Ru2%, and is defined as the run-up level,
vertically measured with respect to the adjusted still water level (SWL), which is

exceeded by 2%ofthe incident waves. Over most wave conditions and slopes, a rubble
slope will dissipate more wave energy and result in fewer run-ups than a smooth ornon-

porous slope does. This reduction is influenced by the permeability ofthe armour, filter

and underlayers, and bythesteepness and period ofthewaves.

The relative run-up isgiven by Ru2% / Hs, with Hs the significant wave height, being the
average value ofthe highest 1/3 part ofthe wave heights, or the wave height based on

energy: 4Vw0, with m0 the zeroth moment ofthe energy density spectrum. This Hs is the
significant wave height at the toe ofthe structure. The relative run-up is usually given as
a function ofthe surfsimilarity parameter orbreaker parameter which isdefined as

£op - tan «/ Vj0/, (Eqn 2.1)

where, £op~ the breaker parameter,

a = the averageslope angle,and

Sap =the wave steepness =2nH/gTp2

The wave steepness isa fictitious orcomputation quantity, especially meant to describe

the influence ofa wave period. This quantity is fictitious as the wave height at the
location ofthe toe is related to the wave length in deep water {gTp2/2it).

With &p < 2-2.5 the waves will tend to break on the seawall slope. This is mostly the
case with slopes of 1:3 ormilder. For larger values of£op the waves do not break on the
slope any longer. In that case the slopes are often steeper than 1:3 and/or the waves are



characterized by smaller wave steepness. The general design formula mat can be applied
for wave run-up on slopes isgiven by van der Meer and Janssen (1995):

Ru2% IHS=\.6 yf'&p for &p <2.0 (Eqn 2.2a)

Ru2% IHs =3.0 yf for %op >2.0 (Eqn 2.2b)

where, yf - reduction factor for slope roughness

For smooth slopes, yf= 1.0. For armoured and other slopes, value ofyf may vary from
1.0 for closed concrete blocks down to #• = 0.50 for two layers of open armouring.
Different values ofy/are suggested for different armour types in table 2.1

Table 2.1: Run-up reductionfactorsfor armouredslopes

Type of armour
Smooth concrete/asphalt
Closed concrete blocks

Concrete with roughness elements
Grass slope
1 layer rock armour
2 layers rock armour
Open concrete armour units

Reduction factor, yf
1.0

1.0

0.7-0.95

0.9-1.0

0.55-0.6

0.50-0.55

<0.50

Kimura (2000) conducted a two-dimensional hydraulic model test on characteristics of

wave run-up at a vertical seawall constructed near the shoreline of Hidaka

Subprefecture, Hokaiddo. Characteristics of splash run-up all were surveyed with
irregular waves (1 group = 150 waves). The splash run-up height from still water level
was read from videotaped image, for statistical operations whose purpose was to
generate representative wave data (Rw^, Rwi/w, and Rwm). The experimental wave

period (T1/3) and offshore wave height (Ho') were varied in the ranges of2.00 to 3.79 s
and 7.0to 31.0cm,respectively.

Figure 2.5 shows splash run-up patterns in nine different conditions of three water

depths (h) and three offshore wave height (H0r) with a period (Tm) of 2.00 s. At the

10



same water depth, the higher was the offshore wave height, the higher were the wave

energy and the run-up height.

Figure 2.5:Patterns ofsplash run-up

Figure 2.6 depicts the relationship between the non-dimensional run-up height

(Rwi/3/Ho^ and the relative depth (h/ Ho') using a parameter of Ho'/lo which is the

wave steepness. Rwi/3/Ho' tends to increase with the increase in h/ Ho'. As Ho'/Lo

decreases, the run-up height increases, which can be attributed to water level rise around

the coastline.

0.1 0,2

MH0'

Figure 2.6: Splashrun-up heights
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Figure 2.7 presents the relationship between representative values of splash run-up
height. Rwj/jg/Rwj/3 is almost constant at 1.3 to 1.8. RwmJRwm deviates significantly
and tends to increase ash/Ho' decreases.

"W1K
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-! | »

MaVLo *W *W
0.006 0 • I
0,017 D

•Io.rwa V

vo

0.1 0-2 0.3 0.4
h/Hd

Figure 2.7: Representative values ofthe splash
run - up height

Kimura (2000) also did amodel test on splash run-up height reduction for two types of
absorbing structures which were wave dissipating blocks and masonry blocks. Figure 2.8
shows the relation between splash run up height with the presence of the absorbing
structure (Rw)A, and the relative water depth (h/ Hoy Where (Rw)A is divided by the
value ofthe vertical seawall under the same conditions, (Rw)v. When h/Ho' equals or
exceed 0.3, the splash run-up height can be reduced to nearly half the height of the
vertical wall.

1.5
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Figure 2.8: Effects ofthe wave absorbing structures
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Base on the results above, the effects ofwave absorbing structures to reduce the splash
run up heightof waveovertopping wereclarified.

2.3.2 Wave Overtopping

In the design ofseawalls and breakwaters, wave overtopping is the controlling hydraulic
response. Wave overtopping will occur ifthe crest level ofa structure isexceeded by the

wave run-up. Overtopping is not a continuous process but an intermittent occurrence at

times ofattack ofindividual high waves varying from one wave to another. The degree

ofwave overtopping is normally measured by the mean rate ofovertopped water per
meter run ofthe structure (m3/s/m).

Wave overtopping is affected by many factors; even a small modification of the

geometry of a structure may change the amount of overtopping. Although there is no

reliable conclusion, the increase ofwave overtopping by an onshore wind is large when
the quantity of overtopping is small and the wind effect decreases gradually as the
overtopping rates increases. More accurate estimate of the overtopping rate should be
determined throughhydraulicmodel tests.

Allsop (1998) completed a comprehensive analysis of composite vertical structures
identifying empirical equations for all three mound types. A parameter, d*, was

identified which determined whether the mound could be classified as large or small. As
defined, d* plays a similar role to the h* parameter for vertical walls, the difference

being that the relative wave height is determined with respect to the water depth over the
mound d, rather than the depth at the toe, h. The discharge is then dependent upon
whether the mound causes the incident waves to impact onto the structure or to reflect.

Overtopping due to impacting waves is significantly greater than that caused by
reflecting waves but it is not yet possible to distinguish the parameters that identify the
two wave types. In order to take a conservative approach it is therefore recommended

that the equations for impacting waves be used. Structures with a small freeboard (Rt/Hsi
< 1.5) were discovered to behave as plain vertical walls. No distinction was made

13



between deep and shallow water. Figure 2.9 and 2.10 show the parameters for
submerged mound and emergent mound.

Figure 2.9: Composite vertical wall, submerged mound

Figure 2.10: Composite vertical wall, emergent mound

The equations discussed are for normal wave attack which will be tested during the
laboratory experiment. Determination ofd*, is given by the following equation

d* = (d/Hs)(2xh/(gTm2))

where, d- the water depth over the mound (m)

h- the water depth atthe toe ofthe structure (m)

Hs ~ the significant wave height atthe toe ofthe structure (m)

g - acceleration due togravity (m/s2)

14

(Eqn 2.3)



Tm = the mean wave period at the toe ofthe structure (s)

When d* >0.3, the mound is classified as small. Overtopping ofsimple vertical walls,
and ofcomposite structures with small mounds, can be predicted using Franco (1994)
equation

0 - 0.03 exp (- 2.5 '&M) (Eqn 2.4)

where, Q# - the dimensionless discharge, given by Q/(gHssf5

Q=the mean overtopping discharge rate per metre run ofseawall (m3/s/m)

Re =the freeboard (the height ofthe crest ofthe wall above still water level) (m)

Large mound for which d* < 0.3, begins to affect the overtopping performance ofthe
seawall. The following equations, which are strictly applicable to impacting waves only,
can be employed in order toensure a conservative design:

&=4.63xl0^)-279 &p2S)

where, 'Qj = the dimensionless discharge given by

Q*= {QHgtf*} Id* (Eqn 2.6)

and, Rd —the dimensionless crest freeboard given by

Rd=(RM)d* (Eqn 2.7)

Composite structures with emergent mounds given by Ac > 0 can use Bradbury and
Allsop (1988) method with coefficients derived by Madurini and Allsop (1995).

v7 r*-2.24G*-9.54xl0"/JF^24 (Eqn 2.8)
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where, Q*= ql(gTmHs)

F* =(RJHs)\sJ2x)m

Wave overtopping can cause inconvenience or danger to personnel and vehicles,

interruption to operations and flooding, and can induce instability to the crest and rear

amour ofthe structure. The permissible rate ofovertopping water depends on the usage
of the crest of the structure or the land behind the structure, the strength of pavement

against the impact of falling water mass, and the capacity of drainage facilities.

Suggested limits of overtopping are (CIRIA (1991)):

Safety Consideration Overtopping Rates(m3/s/m)
Dangerto personnel 3x10"5

Unsafe to vehicle 2x10*5

Damage to unpaved surface 5xl0"2

Damage to paved surface 2x10"1

The above values are mean overtopping rates; peak values can be up to 100 times the
average.

Kofoed and Burcharth (2000) had verified an existing empirical model for the time

variation of overtopping discharge in order to justify the use of model in a parameter

range outside the range for which the used equations (eqn 2.9 and eqn 2.10) were

originally established. This has been done by comparing experimental data with data

simulated bythe method used byjakobsen and Frigaard (1999).

where, Pot —the probability ofovertopping

Hs = the significant wave height,

Rc = the crest freeboard and

c = a constant set to 1.21
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-N* aT

K

Fw=0.84^(-In(l-Pj^

«>

(Eqn 2.10)

where, PVw = the probability ofa certain overtopping volume ina wave

Vw = volume of an overtopping wave

q - the meanovertopping discharge and

Tm —the mean wave period.

the comparison ofq^ft) and qmeas(t) is done by comparing the results ofan analysis
done inthe following way for each ofthe discharge time series:

•The discharge time series is divided into Kindow sub-series each Twindow long.

• For each of the sub-series the average discharge is calculated so Nwindow average
discharge values q^ndJ (for / = 1.. AU^) are obtained.

•Each of the values qwindJ are normalized by the average discharge of the whole time

series q (qwindJ Iq) and average (which should be 1) and the standard deviation of these

values are calculated.

For each ofthe 2tests chosen for this analysis, the comparison is made using a window
size of 60 s in model scale, corresponding to approximately 60 waves. The results are
shown in Figure 2.11.

Furthermore, the analysis have been done using different values for twindaw for the test
with R~ 0.61. The results are shown inFigure 2.12.
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(bottom right), respectively). The accumulatedprobability densityfor qwindJ/q isplotted
forqsiJt) andqmeas(t), respectively.

This comparison showed a reasonable agreement between the measured and simulated

data and it is therefore concluded that the method is applicable also to low values of

relative crest freeboards that are typical for ramps used in wave energy converters
utilizing the overtopping principle.

By knowing the overtopping rates, Geeraerts (2006) suggested guidance on allowable

overtopping discharged and related hazards. Geeraerts distinguished two different

approaches to measure and assess wave overtopping. The first approach considers the

individual volume per overtopping wave and the second approach considers mean

discharge over a certain time interval and per meter run. The main parameters which are

considered are significant wave height (Hs) and wave period (7). While the main

structural parameters are crest freeboard (Rc), the structure's slope (tana) and the
roughness of the structure's slope.

Geeraerts come up with the guidance according to results of frame work ofproject
CLASH done by Allsop (2002). One of the selected fields was composite wall at
Samphire Hoe. The first step is based on prototype measurements on wave overtopping
and then simulation in small scale laboratory model tests. The hazard occurrence events
are presented in Figure 2.13.

Generally, based on the figure, severe events occur during higher wave heights. Apart
from that there isnocorrelation between hazards and tide level. It means hazard occur at
both high and low water levels.
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Figure 2.13: Occurrence ofhazardatSamphire Hoe

Geeraerts (2006) then defines degrees of overtopping under three levels of severity
which are:

• Light overtopping - no impulsive effects or direct structural damage to lightly
engineered structures, minor or very local flooding, damage chiefly by
inundation only;

• Moderate overtopping - no impulsive effects and little/no direct structural

damage to engineered structures, local flooding causing some inundation
damage;

• Heavy overtopping - requires significant engineering to resist direct effects

without damage, overtopping flows/volumes are unlikely to cause damage to a
well engineered defense structure, but local and wider flooding is possible as is
flood flow damageto lighter structures.

Figure 2.14: Categorization ofovertopping hazards at Samphire Hoe, light, moderate
and high.
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Subsequently limits for overtopping mean discharges orpeak volumes are suggested as
shown in table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Suggested limitsforovertopping mean discharges orpeak volumes
Ha/aril type/reason Mum ufeeharge.q iVs per m i

Pedcstriwa

Unaware pedestrian, noeleur view nf[hesea. lulamclv easily 0.03
upset or frightened, narrow walkway ordose proximitv d> edge

Aware pedestrian, clear view «r litesen, noteasily upset\>i ((.!
frigtMencii. abletu tolerate getting hvLwider walkway

Trained staff, wellilwdacid protected, expecting tu getwet. 1-10
overtopping flows at imver levels only, in fulling jet. low
danger«f full fromwalkway

\'i'!iirk:\

Driving at moderate nr high speed, impulsive overtopping O.fll -(1.(15
giving falling or high velocity jets

Driving inlow speed, overtopping bypulsating Howm 1(1-50
low levelsonly, nti fidling jets

P«lk VuluillC. Vram (1/ui)

2-Si/mat high levelnr velocity

20-50 1/m at high level or veliieity

500 Urn at Itnv level

5 L'm ai high level or velocity

1000 1/hi

The permissible overtopping limits guidance is further elaborate in CIRIA (1991) as
shownin Figure2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Permissible overtopping limits (Owen(1980))
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 3

MODEL DESCRIPTION

In order to investigate the hydraulic performance of composite-type seawalls, physical

model tests need to be conducted. The physical model tests will yield quantitative

results provided the model iscorrectly scaled and operated. In this chapter, the structure

model will be described in detail. The first part will describe the concrete blockof the

seawall followed by two composite seawall models.

3.2 CONCRETE BLOCK (MODEL A)

The main unit ofa composite seawall is the vertical wall. In this research, the vertical

wall was made ofa concrete block. It was constructed on a scale of 1:15. Figures 3.1,

3.2and3.3 illustrate the concrete block. Thedimensions of the concrete block are29 cm

in length (L), 26 cm in height (#), and 10 cm in width (W).

Figure 3.1:Front view oftheconcrete block
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Figure3.2: Sideviewoftheconcrete block

Figure3.3: Isometric viewofconcrete block

The concrete block model was fabricated using Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) and

fine aggregates which are sand. Sand occupied 80percent of theconcrete volume which

theproportion is 1:5 withonepartof OPC to five partsof sand. Thediameter of the fine

aggregates are varies less than 6mm.
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First of all the sand is washed to make sure it is cleaned and free from silt or harmful

chemicals. Then the ingredients are mixed to form a mixture of concrete mortar. After

the mixture was ready, it was poured into a formwork with desired dimension made of

wood. Twenty four hours later, the mixture hardened and it was taken out from the

formwork. The concrete block then was soaked in the water for curing purposes.

Besides being the main unit for composite seawalls, the concrete block were tested as

vertical seawall. The result obtained was for control purpose and comparison.

33 COMPOSITE SEAWALL MODEL WITH QUARRYSTONE AS ARMOUR

UNITS (MODEL B)

26cm

13.33cm

concrete

block

-10cm-— 39.99cm

1:3 slope

30mm

quarrystone
J

Figure 3.4: Model configuration ofcomposite seawall with quarrystone asthe armour

units (side view)

Figure 3.4 illustrates the side view configuration of Model B that had been used in this

research. The model configuration was constructed with the scale of1:15 using concrete
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block as vertical wall and quarrystone as armour units. By using Froude-scaled stability
model, the model armor unit specific weight is found as 25.23 kN/m3 while the weight

scale is 3478. Hence, the weightof the model armour unit is 5,64x 10"4 kN. The 30 mm

stone size isdetermined by using equation developed in CIRIA/CUR (1991).

The quarrystone are randomly placed with 13.33 cm in height from bottom of the

concrete block with slope of 1:3. Slope of 1:3 is chosen prior to the typical revetment
slope in Malaysia.

3.4 COMPOSITE SEAWALL MODEL WITH CONCRETE BLOCKS AS

ARMOUR UNITS. (MODEL C)

The armour units ofcomposite seawalls are not restricted only to quarrystone. Various
type of armour units exist as an alternative to quarrystone depending on the structure
requirements. One ofthe common armour units applied in Malaysia besides quarrystone
is concrete.

r10crrT~r10cm

26cm

concrete

block —

10cm

concrete

"armour unit

Figure 3.5: Model configuration ofcomposite seawall with concrete block asarmour

units (side view)
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Figure 3.5 shows side view configuration of Model C which uses concrete as armour

units. The armour units comprise of several concrete blocks madeof the same materials

as vertical wall which are OPC and sand. A single concrete unit is 10 cm in height, 10

cm in width and length. The illustration ofa single concrete unit isshown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Concrete unit

The concrete units were uniformly placed in front ofthe vertical wall in two layers. The
first layer which exactly in front ofthe vertical wail consists ofsix concrete units placed
intwo rows. The second layer which is the toe of the seawall consists of three concrete

units placed in one rows. The isometric view ofthe model is as shown in Figure 3,7.
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Figure 3.7: Isometric view ofcomposite seawall with concrete as armour units
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter explains the laboratory tools and equipment used in conducting the tests.
All tests were carried out in the Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory, UTP. After the tools

are identified, procedures in conducting tests are explained in detail. There were five

sets of tests conducted in the research. The tests were preliminary tests where wave
periods, 7, are measured with respect to different frequencies. Followed by
determination of wave incident height, Ht where wave heights are measured with
different water depth. Then the determination of overtopping rate for three sets of
models which were Model A, B and C.

4.2 LABORATORY TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

4.2.1 Wave Flumeand Flap-Type Wave Generator

The tests are conducted in a 10 mlong, 30 cm wide, and 45 cm height wave flume as
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. It is commercially named as Modular Flow Channel HM

162. Bed of the wave flume is made of rigid steel and both sides of the wave flume are

lined with plexiglass panels for easy observation during the tests.

Figure 4.1: Waveflume
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Figure 4.2:Aerialview ofwaveflume

In the tests, waves are generated by flap-type wave generator which is commercially

named as Wave Generator HM 162.41. The components of the wave generator are

shown in Figure 4.3. The wave generator is bolted into the surrounding edge of the

outlet element ofthe Modular Flow Channel HM 162 as shown in Figure 4.4. The push
rod is connected to the holder of the movable overflow weir. Picture of movable

overflow weir is shown in Figure 4.5. The wave generator is driven by a worm gear
motor and the rotational speed can be varied by a frequency converter and a

potentiometer. The stroke also can be adjusted, causing a change in the wave height.

The rotary movement of the motor is converted into a harmonic stroke motion of the

movable overflow weirvia a crank disk with pushrod.

The wave generator operation can be controlled using the switch box as shown in Figure
4.6. The rotational speed gives the stroke frequency of the wave generator and can be

adjusted via a 10-gear helical potentiometer. The potentiometer has a scale disk for

guaranteeing assignment of the rotational speed. At 100%, the rotation speed is 114

rpm. With a linear characteristic, the rotational speed at0% is0rpm.
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Figure 4.3: Wave generator components. 1. worm gear motor; 2. stroke adjustment;

3xrankdisk; 4. push rod; 5. baseframe

Figure 4.4: Position ofwave generator in waveflume
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Figure 4.5: Movable overflow weir

Figure 4.6: Switch box. 6. cam switch ON/OFF; 7.10 gearhelicalpotentiometer

4.2.2 Instrument Carriage

The unit is designed as a holder for the accessory units which are pitot tube and level

gauge. Therefore, the above additional units can be moved to almost any point within

the test area ofthe wave flume. The components ofthe instrument carriage are shown in

Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7:Instrument carriage

The instrument holder has smooth - running plastic rollers which lie on the guide rails of

the flow channel. This allows the instrument holder to be moved along the entire length

of thechannel. The unit can be moved onsliding rails transverse to theflow.

The instrument holder can be fixed in any position. A longitudinal and transverse scale

with mm markings permits precise positioning of the instrument holder with the

additional units.

4.2.3 Hook and Point Gauge

The hook and point gauge is used to measure water levels in the modular flow channel.

Combined with the instrument holder, it is possible to carry out measurements over the

entire working range of the flow channel since the measuring point can be traced in the

longitudinal direction across the width and in the depth of the flow cross section. The

components of thehook andpoint gauge areshown inFigure 4.8.
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look and point gauge

4.2.4 Wave Absorber

Figure 4.8:Pointgauge.

Note:

1. Scanning point;
2. Knurled screw to fix

height;
3. Read offpoint for
travel width;
4. Read offpoint for

travel length;
5. Scale for travel

length;
6. Knurled screw to fix
length;
7. Knurled screw to fix

width;
8. Scale for travel

height;
9. Read offpoint for

travel height

The wave absorber is a structure which is located at the reflective boundaries of wave

flume to attenuate wave energy through various wave dissipation mechanisms. It
consists of wire mesh absorber with adjustable slope angle from 0°to 90° with 120 cm

in length, 30 cm in width and 120 cm in slope length. Slope angle of 15° is used during
the tests due to its effectiveness in dissipating waves. Figure 4.9 shows the wave
absorber.
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Figure 4.9: Wave absorber

4.2.5 Stop Watch

In the test of measuring the wave period for certain frequency, a digital stop watch is
needed to record the time in seconds.

4.2.6 Marker Pen and Scale

A marker pen is needed to mark the crest and trough of waves and a scale is used to

measure the wave height.
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4.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

This research focused on three major tests which were determination ofwave period, f,
determination of incident height, Hh and determination of overtopping discharge, q.
Tests procedures are described inthe following paragraphs.

4.3.1 Determination ofWave Period, T.

Determination ofwave period was mainly for calibration purpose. The wave period, T,
was measured with respect to various frequencies. It was determined by obtaining time
taken for the crank disk to revolve 10 cycles. The range offrequencies was from 20 to

100 Hz with intervals of5 Hz. Three readings were taken for each set offrequency in
order to get the average wave period. The determination ofwave periods was conducted
using200 mmstroke adjustment.

4.3.2 Determination of Incident Wave Height, Ht.

Four series ofwater depths were tested in determining the incident wave height. The
experimental runs were performed in water depths of 18, 20, 22 and 24 cm. The tests

were conducted without any model structure located in the flume and the wave heights
observed were recorded as incident wave height. The measurements were taken within

15 s after the movable overflow weir started to generate waves. This was toensure that

the wave heights were not expanding due to wave reflection at the end of the flume. It

was not advisable to immediately record the wave height after the crank started to

revolve because the exact wave height took time to build up. Therefore, the readings
were taken within 10 to 15 safter the crank started to revolve. The test is repeated for 13
wave periods with water depth ranging from 0.5to 2.0 s.
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4.33 Determination of Overtopping Discharge, q.

The tests were to measure the mean overtopping discharge for Model A, B and C. The

composite seawall models setups in the wave flume are as shown in Figure 4,10 and

4.11. The models were equipped with an overtopping tank to collect and measure the

volume of overtopped water. Based on the measured volume of overtopped water, the

discharge was determined.

swlV

^

overtopping tank13siope_^K

T

Figure 4.10:Experimental setupfor Model B

P^^
smX7

overtopping tank
~

_

i

Figure 4.11: Experimental setupfor Model C

Each set oftests were conducted in four water depths which were 18, 20, 22 and 24 cm

with wave periods ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 s. Then the results were recorded and

analyzed. Thevolume of the overtopped water were measure in milliliters (ml) and the

times taken for measured volume of overtopped water to fill were measured in seconds

(s). Then the discharge rates were calculated and converted to mVW1.
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CHAPTERS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The important part of this project is the interpretation of results after tests have been

conducted. All the results are presented in tables and graphs and discussed in details.

Relationship between wave period, rand frequency,/is first discussed and an equation
is developed. Subsequently, relationship between wave period, T and incident wave

height, Hi for water depth of 18, 20, 22 and 24 cm is discussed. Equations are also
presentedfor each water depth.

Then the influences ofhydraulics parameter to the overtopping rate were discussed. The

hydraulics parameters involved were wave steepness and incident wave height. The
structural parameters also involved inthe analysis which the influence offreeboard crest
was discussed.

Finally, the tolerable overtopping discharges for pedestrians, vehicles and buildings
were discussed with the guidelines ofpermissible overtopping discharges developed by
Owen (1994).

5.2 DETERMINATION OFWAVE PERIOD, T.

As described in Chapter 4, one complete cycle of the crank disk is recorded in terms of

time for few sets offrequencies. Table 5.1 presents the results ofwave period values
obtained with respect to frequencies ranging from 20to 100 Hz.

Atotal number of17 data sets were taken and transformed into aplot in terms oftime, T
versus frequency,/ The time used to plot is the average time. The graph is presented in
Figure 5.1.
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A wave period equation is developed from theplot:

1.4046T= 280.62/

Where, T= the time in seconds and,

/- the frequency in Hz.

Table 5.1: Waveperiod, T, for variousfrequencies, f

(Eqn 5.1)

Frequency,
f(Hz)

Time, T(s)
1 2 3 Average

20 4.50 4.49 4.49 4.50
25 3.13 3.12 3.11 3.12
30 2.38 2.39 2.37 2.38
35 1.92 1.91 1.91 1.91
40 1.61 1.62 1.62 1.62
45 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38
50 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01
55 0.91 0.89 0.91 0.90
60 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83
65 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.76
70 0.70 0.69 0.71 0.70
75 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65
80 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.60
85 0.55 0.54 0.58 0.56
90 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52
95 0.50 0.49 0.50 0,49
100 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49
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Figure 5.1: Time, Tversusfrequency, f

By referring to the graph, it is seem that the wave period, Tdecreases exponentially as

frequency, / increases. This relationship can be explained as time is inversely

proportional to frequency. This curve is then used to determine the accurate frequency

for time ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 s.

5.3 DETERMINATION OF INCIDENT WAVE HEIGHT, HL

Experimental data of incidentwave height, Hu for water depths of 18, 20,22 and 24 cm

are presented in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. The results are then plotted in terms of

incident wave height, #,, versus time, T. Four sets of curves are plotted in the same

plotting areaandpresented in Figure 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Incident wave height, Ht valuesfor water depth of18 cm

Time,
T{s)

Frequency,
/(hz)

Water depth, rf= 18 cm

Incident wave height, Hi (cm)
1 2 3 Average

0.5 90.62 3.7 3.5 3.7 3.63

0.6 79.59 4.9 4.4 4.2 4.50

0.7 71.32 5.8 5.5 5.3 5.53

0.8 64.85 5.7 5.4 6.6 5.90

0.9 59.64 6.4 6.1 5.7 6.07

1.0 55.33 6.0 6.0 5.2 5.73

1.1 51.70 6.0 5.3 5.8 5.70

1.2 48.59 4.8 5.1 5.0 4.97

1.3 45.90 4.8 4.6 4.6 4.67

1.4 43.54 4.7 4.3 4.1 4.37

1.5 41.45 4.4 4.1 4.4 4.30

1.6 39.59 4.5 4.1 4.2 4.27

1.7 37.92 3.6 4.0 3.6 3.73

1.8 36.41 3.7 3.5 3.2 3.47

1.9 35.03 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.53

2.0 33.78 3.5 3.4 3.8 3.57

Table 5.3: Incident waveheight, Ht valuesfor waterdepth of20 cm

Time,
J(s)

Frequency,
f(hz)

Water depth, d= 20 cm

Incident wave heighlt,/T/(cm)

1 2 3 Average

0.5 90.62 3.3 2.8 2.6 2.90

0.6 79.59 4.5 3.9 4.5 4.30

0.7 71.32 5.9 5.5 5.6 5.67

0.8 64.85 6.0 5.4 6.6 6.00

0.9 59.64 6.5 6.4 6.4 6.43

1.0 55.33 5.8 6.6 6.2 6.20

1.1 51.70 6.7 5.8 6.6 6.37

1.2 48.59 5.6 5.5 6.0 5.70

1.3 45.90 5.6 5.5 5.8 5.63

1.4 43.54 5.0 5.3 5.4 5.23

1.5 41.45 4.7 4.4 4.7 4.60

1.6 39.59 4.2 4.0 3.8 4.00

1.7 37.92 3.7 4.2 3.4 3.77

1.8 36.41 3.5 4.6 3.8 3.97

1.9 35.03 3.5 3.7 3.5 3.57

2.0 33.78 3.6 3.4 3,6 3.53
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Table 5.4: Incident wave height, Ht valuesfor water depth of22 cm

Time,
T(s)

Frequency,
/(hz)

Water depth, d - 22 cm

Incident wave height, Hi (cm)
1 2 3 Average

0.5 90.62 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.53
0.6 79.59 4.9 4.8 5.1 4.93

0.7 71.32 6.8 6.7 6.0 6.50

0.8 64.85 7.2 8.2 7.9 7.77

0.9 59.64 8.4 7.6 7.7 7.90

1.0 55.33 8.0 7.8 8.3 8.03

1.1 51.70 7.9 7.8 7.6 7.77

1.2 48.59 7.7 7.8 7.6 7.70

1.3 45.90 6.4 6.9 7.2 6.83

1.4 43.54 5.9 6.2 6.5 6.20

1.5 41.45 5.7 5.1 5.1 5.30

1.6 39.59 5.4 4.5 5.1 5.00

1.7 37.92 5.0 4.5 4.9 4.80
1.8 36.41 5.0 5.4 4.8 5.07

1.9 35.03 4.6 4.7 4.1 4.47

2.0 33.78 4.4 4.7 4.2 4.43

Table 5.5: Incident wave height, Hi valuesforwater depth of24 cm

Time,
T(s)

Frequency,
/(hz)

Water depth, d~ 24 cm

Incident wave heigh ,J7;(cm)
1 2 3 Average

0.5 90.62 3.8 3.8 4.0 3.87

0.6 79.59 5.5 5.7 4.3 5.17

0.7 71.32 7.5 6.3 6.9 6.90

0.8 64.85 8.2 7.9 7.8 7.97
0.9 59.64 8.4 8.5 8.0 8.30

1.0 55.33 8.0 9.5 8.7 8.73
1.1 51.70 8.6 8.3 8.2 8.37

1.2 48.59 7.5 8.7 7.8 8.00
1.3 45.90 7.8 7.4 7.7 7.63

1.4 43.54 7.2 6.0 6.5 6.57

1.5 41.45 6.9 6.2 6.3 6.47

1.6 39.59 6.3 6.4 6.2 6.30
1.7 37.92 4.9 5.7 5.5 5.37

1.8 36.41 5.7 4.3 5.1 5.03
1.9 35.03 5.1 5.0 4.5 4.87

2.0 33.78 4.3 5.6 I 4.9 4.93
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Figure 5.2: Incident wave height, Hi} versus wave period, T.

Incident waveheight, fffo equations for respective waterdepth, d, are tabulated in Table

5.6 below.

Table 5.6: Incident wave height,Hi equationsfor respective water depth, d

Water depth,
</(cm)

Equation Equation no.

18 Hi= 6.400 IT3 - 26.539T1 + 32.737T - 6.7942 5.2

20 Hi = 8.0189T3-34.395T^+ 44.358 T- 11.581 5.3

22 Hi= 10.903 Ts - 46.47 T L+ 59.821 T - 16.261 5.4

24 Hi- 9.8143 T s - 43.083 Tl + 57.043 T - 15.291 5.5
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Referring to the results obtained and the plotted curves, the incident wave height, Ht
increased with time, T from 0.5 to 1.1 s for water depth of 18 and 20 cm while the

incident wave height, Hi increased with time, Tfrom 0.5 to 1.0 s for water depth of22

and 24 cm. Then, the incident wave height, Ht started to decrease as the time, T

increased beyond 1 s. This proved that the incident wave height, Ht is dependant on
wave period, T.
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5.4 RELATIONSHIP OF WAVE OVERTOPPING WITH HYDRAULIC

PARAMETERS

In this section, the wave overtopping rate obtained during the laboratory sessions were

analyzed according to most widely used hydraulics parameters. The purpose was to

investigate the influences of the hydraulic parameters to the overtopping rate. The

governed hydraulics parameters were wave steepness, H/gT2 and incident wave height,
Ht.

5.4.1 Wave Steepness

In this section ofanalysis, itinvolved the determination ofwave steepness, H/g'fwhere

Hi is the incident wave height, g is the gravitational acceleration and T is the wave

period. The effect of wave steepness on wave overtopping rate of each models are

shown in Figure 5.3,5.4 and 5.5.

5.4.1.1 Model A

The relationship between wave overtopping rate and wave steepness for four different

water depths for Model A is shown inFigure 5.3. The data were in therange of 1x10' <

q<3.5xl0'3 and lxlO'3 <H/gf <15xl0-3.

It is found that the value of overtopping rate for water depth of 24 cm is the highest

compared to 22,20 and 18cm. As the waterdepth increased, the crest freeboard became

limited. Thus, the amount of water overtopped the seawalls increased. This relationship

showedthat as the water depth increases, the overtopping rate increases accordingly.

Apart from that, overtopping discharge forwater depth of 18cm decreased as the wave

steepness increased. Long period waves will have their energy well distributed within

the watercolumn. Theycreates wave set-up in front of the seawall, elevating the water
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level and limiting the freeboard of the structure. Therefore, the wave overtopping
occurrence is more rampant.
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Figure 5.3: Overtopping rate, q(m s^m1) versus wave steepness, H/gf (Model A)

It is also observed from the figure that the overtopping rate for water depth of20,22 and
24 cm increased to certain wave steepness and then decreased gradually. The increased
overtopping rate is due to the increased size ofwaves acting on a vertical seawall with

limited freeboard. Soon after the peaks, it is found that qvalues reduce significantly.
This is because ofthe fact that when waves are too tall to support themselves, they will
break and dissipate their energy into heat and sound. The broken waves/ bores ofreduce

height are then interact with the vertical wall and cause some wave overtopping.

5.4.1.2 Model B

The effect ofwave steepness on overtopping rate for Model Bcan be seen in Figure 5.4.
For a given water depth, the overtopping rate increased to certain range of wave
steepness and then decreased. This is due to the effect of increased in wave incident

height and increased time period. It is found that the plotting patterns of the graphs
representing different water depths are agreeable to those shown in Figure 5.3.
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As canbe seen in Figure 5.4, the overtopping rates ford= 18 cm are somewhat limited

ascompared tothose ofgreater water depths. Wave breaking above the slope was due to

limited depth ofwater. It reduces ofmomentum ofthe wave in advance. Furthermore,

the water particles orbits were greatly affected by the quarrystone inclined slope
fronting the vertical seawall.
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Figure 5.4: Overtopping rate, q(m3s'}ml) versus wave steepness, H/gf (Model B)

For d- 20, 22 and 24 cm, it is observed that the waves break when H/gf = 10 x 10"3.
The overtopping rates increased gradually as H/gf increased from 0 to 10 x 10'3. The

increased values were affected by increased Ht for each water depth. The figure also
shows that as the wave heights and overtopping rates increased rapidly as the water
depths increased.

After the waves break, the overtopping rates decreased as H/gf increased. It is

expected because when the waves break, the wave heights became smaller. As a result,
smaller values ofovertopping ratesareobtained.
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5.4.1.3 Model C

Figure 5.5 shows the relationship of overtopJ)in

Model C. The values of overtopping discharge

and scattered compared to d = 22,20 and 18 cm

d- 18 cm were in the range of lxlO"4 <q< 0.

and 22 cm. The wave overtopping rates were

because the waves broke and splashed when

before overtopped the seawalls. Smaller water

Hence, the amount of overtopping was reduced

less dependent upon H/gf for d = 18, 20 and

water level was 2 cm below the crest of the

overtopping volume was high. However from

unpredictable and scattered when d = 24 cm.

made based on the experimental results.

ing discharge with wave steepness for

for d —24 cm were relatively high very

. It can be seen that overtopping rate for

::xl0"3 and lxl0_4<^ < lxlO"3 ford= 20

somewhat small for d = 18, 20, 22 cm

it reached the stacked concrete cubes

depth gave smaller overtopping rate.

. It shows that the overtopping rates are

22 cm. As for d - 24 cm, the surface

seawall. Thus, the tendency of large

the figure, the overtopping rates become

Therefore no definite conclusion can be

Overtopping discharge, q (mJ8>'1) vs wave steepness, Hj/gT(mVJn-y
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Figure 5.5: Overtopping rate, q(m s m) versus wave steepness, H/gf (Model C)
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Based on the observation, the values of overtopping rates for Model C are relatively

small as compared to those ofModel A and Model B, except in the water depths of 24

cm. This shows that stacked concrete cubes are effective in smaller water depth. Apart

from mat, itcan prevent scour problem as well as trigger wave breaking on the concrete
cube. It is also easy to install and maintain.

5.4.2 Incident Wave Height

In this section, the influences of incident wave height to overtopping rate were

investigated. The graphs and discussion of each model were stated in the following
section.

5.4.2.1 Model A

Aplot to show the relationship ofovertopping rate and incident wave height for Model
A is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Overtopping rate, q (m^m'1) versus incident wave height, Hf (m)
(ModelA)
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It is observed from the figure that the amount of overtopping rate increased as the

incident wave height increased with anexponential correlation even though the data was
scattered.

For d - 18 cm, a constant overtopping rate with respect to a range of incident wave

height was obtained. It is expected that an overtopping discharge of 0.3 x 10"3 m3m"1s'1

is obtained when 4 cm <Hi <6cm. It is anticipated that as H, >6cm, the overtopping
values will increase gradually.

As for d - 20 and 22 cm, the overtopping rates increased slowly as a respond to

increased incident wave height. While for d = 24 cm, the overtopping rates increased
drastically when theincident wave height increased.

From the results, it shows that deep water with high waves produce high amount of

overtopping volume. This could cause inundation of the hinterland, flooding of the
coastalareas and damagesto structures.

5.4.2.2 Model B

The relation between overtopping rate and incident wave height for Model Bis given in
Figure 5.7. Overall, the experimental results show the overtopping rate increased with
the increment of incident wave height. For d = 18 cm, the waves overtopping were
insignificant. This is again due to the limited water depth and substantial crest freeboard,
limiting the rough waves from reaching thecrestof thestructure.

It is clearly shown that for d= 20, 22 and 24 cm, the overtopping rate increased with
wave height in an exponential manner. The data of overtopping rate for Model Bwere

less scattered as compared to Model A. The range ofovertopping rate was lxlO"3 <q<
3.6x10". This indicated that the sloped quarrystones used for wave dissipation did not
help in reducing the overtopping rate. The sloping quarrystone helped the waves to run
up to the vertical wall instead ofdissipate waves. When the slope was submerged with
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water depth of 22 or 24 cm, the effect of having the sloped quarrystone was not

significant and the waves actionwere the same as wave action on verticalwall.
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(ModelB)

5.4.2.3 Model C

Relationship between overtopping rate and incident wave height for Model C is
providedin Figure5.8.

It is observed that the data points for q in a depth of 24 cm are very scattered.
Nevertheless, most of the data values generally increase with the increase of Ht. The

scattered data may be due to the effect of violent wave overtopping. The waves
generated were rapid and a lot ofsplashing observed during the experiment. These may
contribute to variation in overtopping volume data.
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Figure 5.8: Overtopping rate, q (mJs~1rn1) versus incident wave height, Hf (m)
(ModelC)

It can also be seen that theplots showing the overtopping rate ford = 18,20 and 22 cm

are closely related to each other. Most of the data points range from lxlO"4 mW1 to

lxIO^mW.

From the analysis of influence of incident wave height to overtopping rate for all

models, it can be said that the incident wave height has a major influence to wave

overtopping. The findings are agreeable to Shankar and Jayaratne (2003), in which the

wave overtopping increases almost exponentially with the wave height. The results are

also confirmed by the results yielded by Juhl and Sloth (1994) who found that the

overtopping rate increased as the waterdepth increased.
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5.5 TOLERABLE WAVE OVERTOPPING RATE

In this section, the effects ofwave overtopping rates were estimated using the suggested

limits for safety by Owen (1980) (Figure 2.15). The overtopping rates were expressed as
flow rate per meter run of seawall, which was 1/s per m. Risk assessment were carried

out tostudy the effect ofwave overtopping on the following aspects:

i) Pedestrians

ii) Vehicles

iii) Buildings

iv) Embankment seawalls

The values overtopping rates for each model were scaled up by 15 times in order to get
thecorresponding discharge ofprototype. The calculations are as follows:

i) The velocity ratio between the prototype and the model is

VplVm = {ymUT) = (VZm) = lr = 15

ii) The area ration between theprototype and themodel is

ApfAm =Lp2ILm2 - Lr2 = 152 =225

iii) The discharge ratio is

Qp/Qm = (ApVp)/(AmVm) = (225)(15) = 3375

iv) Thus, the corresponding discharge in the prototype is
& = 3375(0,)

v) Theprototype discharge permeter is

Qmper m = 0m/(3375 x 0.29)

where 0.29 is the lengthofthe tested model in meter
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5.5.1 Pedestrians

The tolerable wave overtopping rates for pedestrians for Model A,B and C are shown in

Figure 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11.
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Figure 5.9: Tolerable overtopping ratesforpedestrians (Model A)

In estimating the effects of experimental overtopping rates to pedestrians, graphs of

overtopping rates versus time period were plotted. There were basically three zones of

limits for pedestrians namely wet but comfortable, uncomfortable but not dangerous to

the pedestrians and dangerous to pedestrians. From Figure 5.9, it can be seen that the

observed overtopping rates were in the range of 0.01 to 5 ls"lm-1. The risk level with
respect to different waterdepths for0.5 s < T < 2.0 s can be presented in Table5.7.

From the table, the risk level for d = 18 and 20 cm is dangerous while d = 22 and 24 cm

is grass dike: dangerous. The implications of the risk level are the pedestrians could not

have a clear view of the sea and might fall from the walkway. The pedestrians also

might get hurt due to the wave overtopping.
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Table 5.7: Risk levelfor pedestrians (Model A)

Water depth, d (cm) Risk level

18 dangerous

20 dangerous

22 Grass dike: dangerous

24 Grass dike: dangerous

As for Model B (Figure 5.10), theovertopping rates were in the range of 0.006 to 5 Is"

m .
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Figure 5.10: Tolerable overtopping ratesforpedestrians (Model B)

The overtopping rates for each water depth fell into dangerous zone accept for one

overtopping rate of d= 18cm with time period of 1.3 s, fell intouncomfortable but not

dangerous zone. Table 5.8 represented the summarize risk level for ModelB.

Table 5.8:Risk levelfor pedestrians (Model B)

Water depth, d (cm) Risk level

18 dangerous

20 dangerous

22 Grassdike: dangerous

24 Grass dike: dangerous
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The risk level for pedestrians for Model B is agreeable to risk level for pedestrians for

Model A (Table 5.7). Thus the implication will be the same where the pedestrians will

fall from the walkway, having the possibilities to get hurt and could not have a clear

view of the sea.

Figure 5.11 shows the tolerable overtopping rate for Model Cwith the range of0.008 Is"

m" <q< 7 Is" m". For d= 18 cm, there was an overtopping rate with wave period of
1.5 s fell in wet but comfortable zone. The overtopping rates with wave period of 1.3

and 1.6 s fell into uncomfortable but not dangerous zone and the remaining overtopping
rates were in the dangerous zone. For d= 20 cm, the overtopping rate during the time

period of 0.7 s was in between uncomfortable but not dangerous zone and dangerous
zone. The remaining overtopping rates of d = 20 cm were in the dangerous zone

together with the overtopping rates for d = 22 and 24 cm. The summarize risk level is

shown in Table 5.9.
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Figure 5.11: Tolerable overtopping ratesforpedestrians (Model C)

For d= 18 cm, the overtopping rates fall into uncomfortable but not dangerous level.
The pedestrians will get wet but not going to fall from the walkway. Pedestrians also

could have a clear view ofthe sea. For d= 20,22 and 24 cm, the implications would be
the same as implications for Model A and Model B.
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Table 5.9: Risk levelfor pedestrians (Model C)

Water depth, d (cm) Risk level

18 Uncomfortable but not dangerous

20 dangerous

22 dangerous

24 Grass dike: dangerous

Despite having most of the overtopping rates in the dangerous zone, the ranges of data

for Model C were small compared to Model A and B. Taken d = 22 cm data for each

model as example, the range of overtopping rates for Model A, B and C were from 0.2

to 1ls'lm"!, 0.1 to 3 ls'W1 and 0.01 to 0.7 ls'V1 respectively (Figure 5.12). This was
due to the concrete cubes placed in front of the vertical wall in stepped arrangement.

The stepped concrete cubes helped in reducing the overtopping by having the waves

splashed and broke to itsvertical surfaces before reaching the vertical wall.
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Figure 5.12: Tolerable overtopping ratesforpedestrians (d - 22 cm)

Besides considering the effect of overtopping rates to pedestrians, consideration on

vehicles also was taken into account. The discussion on limits for vehicles was in the

next section.
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5.5.2 Vehicles

Overtopping limits for vehicles were divided into four zones i.e. safe at all speeds;

unsafe at high speeds; unsafe for parked cars and unsafe at any speed. The chart of

tolerableovertopping discharges for vehiclesfor ModelA is shown in Figure 5.13.

For d - 18 cm, the overtopping rates fell into two zones which were unsafe at high

speeds and unsafe for parked cars. The overtopping rates during time period of 0.6 and

0.7 s were in the unsafe at high speeds zone. All overtopping rates for d = 20 and 22 cm

were in the unsafe for parked cars zone while for d = 24 cm, the overtopping rates were

in unsafe at any speeds zone except for overtopping rate during time period of0.6 s.
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Figure 5.13: Tolerable overtopping ratesfor vehicles (Model A)

The summarize risk level with respect to different water depths at 0.5 s < T < 2.0 s is

presented in Table 5.10. The govern risk level for d = 18, 20 and 22 cm is unsafe for

parked car which means the wave overtopping could damaged the parked car nearby. As

for moving vehicles, it is still safe to move with low speeds. Moving with high speeds
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will be unsafe. When d= 24 cm, the vehicles will be unsafe at any speed. This could

eithercauseaccident or damages to vehicles.

Table 5.10: Risk levelfor vehicles (Model A)

Water depth, d (cm) Risk level

18 Unsafe for parked car

20 Unsafe for parked car

22 Unsafe for parked car

24 Unsafe at any speed

For Model B, the tolerable overtopping rates for vehicles are shown in Figure 5.14. As

expected, the overtopping rates for d - 18 cm were in the unsafe for parked cars zone

except for one overtopping rate when the time period was 1.3 s was in unsafe at high

speeds zone. All overtopping rates ofd- 20 cm were in unsafe for parked cars zone. As

for d- 22 cm, the overtopping rates were in the unsafe for parked cars zone except for
overtopping rates at 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 and 1.5 s. When d = 24 cm, most of the

overtopping rates were in unsafe at any speed zone except for overtopping rates at 0.6
and 1.8 s.
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Figure 5.14: Tolerable overtopping ratesforvehicles (Model B)
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Table 5.11 shows the summarize risk level for each water depth for Model B. The risk

level presented in the table is similar to Model A (Table 5.4). Hence, the implications

will be onparked cars where it is unsafe when d = 18,20 and22 cmandthevehicles are

unsafe at any speed for d = 24 cm.

Table 5.11; Risk levelfor vehicles (Model B)

Water depth, d(cm) Risk level

18 Unsafe for parked car

20 Unsafe for parked car

22 Unsafe for parked car

24 Unsafe at any speed

The tolerable overtopping rates for Model C were represented in Figure 5.15. In the

unsafe athigh speeds zone, there were five overtopping rate ofd^ 18 cm attime period

of 0.6, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5 and 1.6 s and an overtopping rate of d - 22 cm at 1.0 s. The

remaining overtopping rates for d= 22 cm and overtopping rates for d= 20 cm were in

unsafe for parked cars zone. Two overtopping ratesof 0.6 and0.7 s for d = 24 cm were

in the unsafe for parked cars zone while the remaining overtopping rates were in unsafe
at any speed zone.

The risk level for Model C is also similar to Model A. for d = 18, 20 and 22 cm, it is

unsafe for parked car nearby and for d = 24 cm, it is unsafe for vehicles at any speeds.
Table 5.12 shows the related risk level for Model C.

Table 5.12: Risk levelfor vehicles (Model C)

Water depth, d (cm) Risk level

18 Unsafe for parked car

20 Unsafe for parked car

22 Unsafe for parkedcar

24 Unsafe at any speed
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5.5.3 Buildings

For buildings category, the limits were divided into three zones which were no damage,

minor damage to fittings etc and structural damage zone. First, the tolerable overtopping

rates on buildings for Model A were discussed. As illustrated in Figure 5.16, all the

overtopping rates for all water depths were in the structural damage zone except for two

overtopping rates of d —18 cm at 0.6 and 0.7s. The two overtopping rates were in the

minor damage zone.

Majority the wave overtopping for each water depth would cause structural damage to

buildings behind the seawall which indicate that the situation is dangerous. The risk

level is presented in Table 5.13.
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Figure 5.16: Tolerable overtopping ratesfor buildings (ModelA)

Table 5.13: Risk levelfor buildings (ModelA)
Water depth, d (cm)

18

20

22

24

Risk level

Structural damage

Structural damage

Structural damage

Structural damage

For model B, most of the overtopping rates were also in the structural damage zone for
all water depths except for two overtopping rates at 1.3 and 1.4 sfor </= 18 cm that fell
into minor damage zone. The overtopping rates were almost in the same range as Model
A as discussed in previous section. The zones are shown in Figure 5.17 and the
summarize risk level is presented in Table 5.14.
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Table 5.14: Risklevelfor buildings (ModelB)

structural

,\ damage

minor damage to
fittings etc

no damage

2.0

Water depth, d (cm) Risk level

18 Structural damage

20 Structural damage

22 Structural damage

24 Structural damage

It is observed from Figure 5.18 mat most of the overtopping rates for </= 18 cm were in

the minor damage zone for Model C except for overtopping rate at 0.7,0.8,0.9 and 1.1s

that fell in the structural damage zone. For d= 22 cm at 1.0 s, and d= 20 cm at 0.7 s the

overtopping rate was in minor damage zone while the remaining rates were in the

structural damage zone. All overtopping rates for d - 24 cm were in the structural

damage zone.
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The risk level for Model C is presented in Table 5.15. For d = 18 cm, the wave

overtopping could only cause minor damage to fittings. This is not a major harm to

structures but still need to be taken care of. The minor damage could cause major

damagesuch as structural damageif the waterdepths increase.

Table 5.15: Risk levelfor buildings (Model C)

Water depth, d(cm) Risk level

18 Minor damage to fittings

20 Structural damage

22 Structural damage

24 Structural damage
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5.5.4 Embankment Seawalls

It is important to consider the risk of wave overtopping to embankment seawalls since

the structures were the main concern in mis research. Ifthe structures fail, it could cause

hazards to the hinterland.

The govern risk levels for embankment seawalls are no damage, damage if back slope

not protected and damage even if fully protected. Graph on the discussed matter for

Model A is shown in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Tolerable overtopping ratesfor embankment seawalls(Model A)

From the figure, the overtopping ratesfor d = 18,20 and 22 cm were in the no damage

level. As for d = 24 cm, when T= 0.8,0.9, 1.0, 1.1,1.5 and 1.9 s, the overtopping rates

were in damage if crestnot protected whilethe remaining overtopping rates were in the

no damage level. The summarize risk level for each water depth is presented in Table

5.16. For d= IS, 20 and 22 cm, the risk level for embankment seawalls is no damage

andford- 24 cm,the risk level is damage if crestnot protected.
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Table 5.16: Risklevelfor embankment seawalls (Model A)

Water depth, d (cm) Risk level

18 No damage

20 No damage

22 No damage

24 Damage if crest not protected

Figure 5.20 shows the tolerable overtopping rates for embankment seawalls of Model B.

Majority of the overtopping rates for d - 18, 20 and 22 cm fell in no damage level.

While for d = 24 cm, the overtopping rates were in the damage if crest not protected

level when T - 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.6 s. The summarize risk level for

each water depth is presented in Table 5.17.
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Table 5.17: Risk levelfor embankment seawalls (Model B)

Water depth, d (cm) Risk level

18 No damage

20 No damage

22 No damage

24 Damage ifcrest not protected

Graph of tolerable overtopping rates for embankment seawalls of Model C is as in

Figure 5.21. It is observed that overtopping rates for d - 18, 20 and 22 cm were in no

damage level as well as d= 24cm when T^ 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,1.7 and 2.0 s. The remaining

overtopping rates for d = 24 cm were in damage if crest not protected level. The

summarize risk level is presentedin Table 5.18.
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Table 5.18: Risk levelfor embankment seawalls (Model C)

Water depth, d (cm) Risk level

18 No damage

20 No damage

22 No damage

24 Damageif crest not protected

From the risk assessment for embankment seawalls discussed previously, it can be

observed that for Model A, B and C, for d = 18,20 and 22 cm the embankment seawalls

will not having any damage. However, for d = 24 cm, the seawalls will be damaged if

crest is not protected. The damage isnot very severe since it still can berepaired without

reconstruction.

From the assessment of tolerable overtopping rates on pedestrians, vehicles, buildings

and embankment seawalls, it can be said that the wave overtopping values in this

research had a major implication to the aspects respectively. Referring to pedestrians,

the risk level is most likely fell into dangerous level for Model A, B and C. While for

vehicles, the waves overtopping cause an unsafe situation for parked car. In the risk

assessment for buildings, the major implication for each model is structural damage

which is the highest risk level for buildings. Nevertheless, the waves overtopping did

not cause any damage to embankment seawalls.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1 CONCLUSION

1. Two models of composite type seawalls had been identified and studied. They

were seawall with quarrystones as armour units and seawall with concrete cubes

as armour unit.

2. The models were constructed on a scale of 1:15 using mortar concrete for the

vertical wall and concrete cubes. The quarrystones were form the quarry.

3. The experiment were done for three models of seawalls which were vertical

seawall (Model A), composite seawall with quarrystones asarmour units (Model

B) and composite seawall with concrete cubes asarmour units (Model C). Model

A was for control purposed. The experiments involved were determination of

wave period and incident wave height with respect to the wave period. Then the

determination ofovertopping rates was conducted and the analyses on hydraulics

parameters were done followed by risk assessment for pedestrians, vehicles,

buildings and embankment seawalls.

4. The tests results show that the wave period depends on frequency and is

inversely proportional to frequency. Besides, incident wave height will form a

polynomial curve with respect to increasing wave period.

5. Apart from that, the influences of wave steepness and incident wave height on

wave overtopping rate were assessed for three seawall models. It can be

concluded that the incident wave heights had major influence to overtopping

rates. The wave overtopping rate increased with an increased of incident wave

height and formed exponential correlations. Water depths also a major parameter
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that influenced the overtopping rate of the seawalls where deep water with high

wavesproducehigh amountofovertopping volume.

6. From the discussion of tolerable overtopping rates of pedestrians, most of the

rates for each model were in the dangerous zone which could cause the

pedestrians fall fromthe walkway and injured. For vehicles, most of the rates for

each model were in the unsafe for parked carzone and for buildings most of the

rates for each model were in the structural damage zone. As for embankment

seawalls, the overtopping rates were most in the no damage zone. These

indicated that the overtopping rates were high and hazardous to pedestrians,

vehiclesand buildings. However, comparing the three models, Model C was the

composite type seawall that can reduce overtopping rates better than Model A

andB.

6.2 RECOMMENDATION

A few recommendations canbemade inorder to improve the study:

1. The scope of the study can be expanded byconsidering the influences of other

parameters such as surfsimilarity, overtopping energy andfactor of roughness.

2. The determination of wave overtopping rate can be improved using gauges that

can automatically read the rates duringexperiment.

3. The research can be expanded by studying the seawalls structural parameters

such as crest width and slope of armour units to make it less hazardous.

4. The experimental study can be improved by using wave probe in determining

incident wave height toprevent human error during the data recording.
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5. The study also can be fiirther expanded by experimentally tested other type of

composite seawalls design.
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